Introduction
Throughout this paper D denotes a domain in euclidean n-space R . We are primarily interested in the plane R2, which we identify with C, so except where explicitly noted otherwise we always have n:2.
We Two lemmas, each of independent interest, are required for the proof of Theorem 2.6. For each of these lemmas we use the following notation: -R is a ring with boundary components Co and C, C is a Jordan curve, and D and Do are respectively the components of e -C ana e -G containing R. Let liyl,iyf,cf-i,ll be the projection of C1 onto the imaginary axis. For each y€(-l,l)-lyryr), Tr:{x*iy1-4=7=al€I*., so for each q€adm(.I'*,) Then using (4) and (5) The corollary of the next lemma ensures that Theorem 2.6 can be applied; the lemma is also needed in the proof of Theorem 1.2 for a circle domain.
3.4. Lemma, Let Bo,Br, BrcR' be closed. Suppose conditions @) and (5) hold . (4) and (5) 
